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A study is made of the possible distribution of the word lengths 
in a synchronizing prefix code. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let X* be the free monoid generated by ~ fixed finite alphabet X of 
k > 1 elements. A non-empty subset A of XX*  is a prefix code iff every 
word of X* has at most oneleft factor in A, i.e. iff A n AXX*  = ¢). I t  
is synchronizing iff X*g C A* for some g e A* where A* denotes the 
submonoid generated by A. (See references). 
Consider the enumerating sequence ~ = ( a, = Card ( A N X ") )neN 
of ~ prefix eodeA andset~, = k ~ - }-~<~<~ a,~l~ -m = ~_Ik - a , .  We 
have a0 -- 0 and ~ = 1 because of A c XX*.  Further, X ~ is the dis- 
joint union of the sets S N X ~ and (A N X'~)X~-'~(m = 1, 2, • .. , n) 
where S= X* \AX* .  I t  follows that Card ( S N X ~) = Card (X  ~) 
- }--~0<,,0<_n Card (An  X" ) .  Card (X n-~) = c% showing 
~, ~ O for all n C N. (1) 
Assume that A is synchronizing and g ~ X ~. S contains the left 
factors of its members and no word having g as a right factor. Thus 
S n X ~+" is a subset of (S n x~)(x~\{a})  and 
~+p <_- ~ .  (k p --1) for some fixed positive p and all n ~ N. (2) 
FinMly, let d be the greatest common divisor of the elements of 
N~--  /nE  N:a~ ~0},  i.e., let A c (Xe) *. Since A* c (X~) *, 
fo c A*( f  ~ X*) is possible only i f f  5 (Xd) *. Thus 
1 is the g.c.d, of the elements of N , .  (3) 
We intend to verify the following converse property. 
PB.OPERTY. Let ~ = ( a.)~eN be a sequence of non-negatiye integers that 
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satisfies ~o = O, (1), (2) and (3). It is the enumerating sequence of at least 
one synchronizing prefix code. 
I t  may be observed that when A is finite, i.e. when a,~ - 0 for aH n 
larger than some finite value ~, Condition (2) is equivalent o z~ = 0. 
Indeed, from ~ -- O, (n > ~), and cr~+z = ~k - a,+l we deduce 
a~+p = t~z~.Th is  implies z~ = 0 in view of a~+v <= a~. (k  p -  1). 
Reciprocally, if z~ = 0, the hypothesis 0 < z~+~ = ¢~k - a~+~ shows that 
a~ = ¢, = 0 for all n > ~ and one has ~+~ -_< z~. (k ~ -1 )  identically. 
We also recall the known fact that a0 = 0 and Condition (1) suffice to 
insure that a sequence (~ of non-negative integers is the enumerating 
sequence of at least one prefix code A. Indeed, let d 0 = ¢) and, inductively, 
let A~ be the union of A~_, with an arbitrary set of a . '  = Min{a, ,  
Card (X~\A~_IX *) } words from X=\A~_IX *. Each A,  and A = U 0_<, 
I 
A~ is a prefix code. Suppose a., = a,. and c~,~ = Card (X'~\AmX *) is 
already verified for m < n. We have X~\A~_IX * = (X'-~\A~_IX*)X 
since A.-1 fl X" = ¢) and a~ =< z~-1/¢ = Card ( (X~- I \A=_IX)X)  since 
' A .X*  0 =< ~ = z~- l l c - -a~.Thusa ,~ = a~and~ = Card(X~\ ) and 
the observation is proved. 
Finally, to simplify our later discussion, we establish the following re- 
mark in which x is any fixed letter of X. 
Remark 1. Let ~ satisfy a0 = 0, (1) and (2). I t  is the enumerating 
sequence of a prefix code A such that S x ~ ~ S = ¢). Thus the Property 
is true when, further, a~ > 1. 
Proof. Let ~ be any fixed integer and, for n > r~, let the a~ words 
of A~\A~_~ be successively chosen so that fx ~ ~ A,~\A,_~, (f ~ X "-~) 
only ff every word of X~\A~_~X * of the fo rmfx  , (f '  ~ X , > r) 
is already taken in A~. Then to prove sx ~ ii S for each s ~ S ~l X ~ 
it suffices to verify that Condition (2) implies z~ < ~o<~a.+~.  
Now, by definition 
Hence, by (2), 
Replacing n by n n a p in (5) and using (4) we get 
0<m~ p O<m ~ p 
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that  is, 
_-< E E < E 
O~m~ p 0<m< p 0<m__< 2p 
and the first par t  of the Remark  is proved. When al -- 1, we can take 
= 0 and then, x C A. Lett ing a = x 2~ we have Sg c A*. Hence 
X*~ c A* because A is a prefix code and therefore very word of X* 
has one and only one factor isat ion in the form as (a C A*, s C S) ,  
i.e. because X* = A * S. 
CONSTRUCTION OF THE PREFIX CODE A 
We consider a fixed sequence ~ sat isfying s0 = ~1 = 0, (1),  (2),  (3) 
andwe let x and y be two dist inct  letters of X.  Weset  the fol lowing: 
-- the least member  of N~ such that  1 is the g.c.d, of the elements 
of N~,  less or equal to ~(2 < ~ < ~ ). 
~ = the supremum of the elements of N~(~ _<- ~ and ~ = ~ iff 
z ,>0fora l ln  ~ N) .  
Define induct ive ly  a sequence (z~)~e~ by To = 0 and z~ = Max{O, 
1 + r ,_ l  - a,}. We have ~ > ~ for all n < ~. Indeed,  this is t rue for 
n =:  0; for n < g i t  follows from z,~ > 0 and the induct ion hypothesis  
since ¢~ - r~ is equal to ¢~ or to ¢~_1k - 1 - r~-i  = (~-1  - T~-I) + 
~51(/~ - -  1) - 1, depending upon r ,  = 0 or = 1 + 7~-i - a,~. 
Remark 2. Let  t + r._~ - a~ ~> 0 for all n > ~. The Proper~y is t rue 
for ~. 
• Proof. We first show that  the hypothesis  entai ls k = 2 and z~ = 
a~ = i for all n ~ ~, hence g = ~.  Indeed for n ->__ ~ we have 
~n--  ~--  I = ~-1/~--  a~- -  1 -- r._~ +a~- -  1 
(6) 
= (~_ ,  - ~_~ - 1 )k  + ~_~(k  - 1)  + k - 2. 
I t  follows that  ~ - z,  - 1 is ident ical ly  zero because, otherwise, we 
would have for every m > 0 the inequal i ty  z ,+~ - r ,+~ - 1 >= k ~p 
in contradict ion with Condit ion (2) which imposes ~,~+~q < ~ (]~" - 1 ) ~. 
Thus, for n ->_ ~, we must  have successively k = 2, r~_~ = 0, ~_~ = 1 
and a ,  = 1 which follow from 1 = ~, = zn_~lc - a ,  = 2 - a~.  
Using the construct ion descr ibed i~ Remark  1, we choose the words 
of the sets A, \An_ I  in such a way that  for n => ~, A,~\A,_~ = {x"-ly}. 
Then S consists of words of lengths <q and of x*. Let  ~ = x~y where 
r ~ 2~. I f s  ~ S has the form x ) ,wehaves5  -- x y ~ A ; i fnot ,  s 
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? r '  
has length <~, sa does not belong to S and, accordingly, sa = a x y 
where a' C A and x r'y C A. The Remark is verified. 
Thus we can now define 
q = the least integer > ~ such that 1 -t- rq-1 - ~q < 0. 
Remar]s 3. Let ~ satisfy so = ~1 = 0, (1), (2), (8) and q < ~.  I t  is 
the enumerating sequence of a prefix code A such that: 
z A, (7) 
B=AA * * x yx  consists of q words b~ = x iyx ~-~-1 (8) 
(i = 0, 1, . . .  ,q -  1) whereX~ >= i -  1; 
Xi _-__ q identically with equality for i > q - r~_l - 1; (8.1) 
1 is the g.c.d, of {~0, Xl, " "  , Xq_~}; (8.2) 
Sx ~ N S = 0 where rq >= 2p. (9) 
Proof.  We again use the construction of Remark 1. We can take 
x q C A~\A~_~ since a~ ~ 0 and ~ > 0 for n < q because q ~ N~.  
Let (for n ___ q) 
Y~ = Ix~yx "-~-~, i = O, 1, . . .  , n - 11, 
B0 = B~ = 0 and, inductively, 
----- B * B~ theunion ofB,~_lwiththe¢~ = Min  {~ , Card ( Y~,\ ~-lx )} 
B * words b~ = z~yx ~-~-~ of Y~\ ~_~x for which i has its least 
values. 
Setting T~ = Y~\B~x*  ({x~-~y} U T~_ Iz ) \ (B~\B~_ I )  and r~ = 
/ l 
Card T=. we haveS,, = Min{a~,  1 -l- r.-~} andr~ = Max{O,  1 ~- 
2 ! ! 
r,_~ --  fl~} = Max {0,1 -t- r~_~ - a~/. Thus, by induction, r~ = r~ and 
rq = 0 follows from our choice of q. This proves (8.1), and (8.2) follows 
from q >- ~ and the fact that by construction ¢~ > 0 for each n ~ N~ 
less or equal to q. 
Finally, (9) results from the same reasons as in Remark 1. 
I t  only remains to verify that A is synchronizing. In view of (7) and 
(9) and of X* = A*S it suffices to show that the submonoid of A* 
generated by C = {x e} 13 B contains at least one word g such that 
x~g C A* for every m in the interval I = {0, 1, • • • , q - 1}. To do this 
we first verify the following Remark in which, for any z ~ Z, [z]~, de- 
notes the least non-negative integer congruent of z modulo q! and for 
d ~ lg, Ie= {q- -1 - -d ,q - -d ,q - I -  l - -d , . . . ,q - -1 ] .  
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Remark 4. Let t be a positive integer less than q and define two maps 
u and v of I into itself by letting for each i C I 
i.u = [i + 1]¢ and i.v - [i - },~ + 1]~ 
where, identically, 1 + i < X~ =< q and ),~ = q iff i C I t  . If the g.c.d, of 
the numbers {X0, hi,  . . .  , ~-~} is 1, the monoid M generated by u and 
v contains an element sending I onto 0. 
Proof. For d 6 N, let M~ denote the subsemigroup of M consisting of 
all m C M such that  i.m C [~ for i ff I and i .m = i for i C I~. By  
definition i.vu ~-~ = q - (X~ - i) = an element strictly greater than 
itself if i ~ I \ I t  and = an element of It  if i E I t .  Thus some large 
enough power of "vu q-~ belongs to M~. 
" J M t Letd  =Min[d :  ~ # 0} I fd  = 1andre  C Ml the proof is com- 
plete because mu sends I onto 0. Thus from now on we can assume 
d > 1 and we verify the following statement:  Md consists of a single 
map m sending each q - i C I onto q - [i]~. 
Indeed, by the definition of M~ we have (q - i ) .m = q - [i]~ for 
every m C Ms and i C I~. For the sake of contradiction, le t j  > d be the 
least value for which (q - j )  -m # q -- [j]~, (m C Md). Consider the 
map ~ m. I t  sends I onto Id and its restriction to I~ is a permuta- 
tion. Thus one of its positive powers, say m', belongs to M~ and 
d t _ (q -- d 1 ) .m'  = q -- ~ q - 1 because of (q j ) -m ~ g -- [j]~. 
I t  follows that  we can assume m = m r, that  is j = d + 1. 
Under this supplementary hypothesis mu q-~ has the following proper- 
ties: 
(a) sends Iont~) the  interval~q - 1 - d, q - d, q 4- 1 - d, . . .  , 
q -- 2}, 
(b) reduces to u permutat ion on J '  = {q - i - d, q - d, - . .  , 
q - 1 - d'}, 
(c) sends every i ~ Id ,  onto i -- 1. 
~, j~ 
Thus one of its positive powers, say m , sends I onto and reduces to 
the identity on J ' .  Mult iplying m" on the left and on the right by suit- 
able powers of u, we obtain a map which; belongs to Md+~-d, where 
d + 1 -- d' < d by construction. Since this contradicts the minimal 
character of d, the statement is verified. 
Cons ider  now vuq-~m where {m} C M~. Since vu q-~ reduces to the 
identity on It  and t ~ d, this map also belongs to Md.  However, m = 
vu~-~m is possible only if for each i C I one has i .vu q-~ = [i]~, that  is, 
according to the definition of u and of v, only if all the numbers ~ are 
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eo~'lgruent to 0 modulo d. This shows d = 1 when the g.e.d, of the X~ 
is 1 and it establishes the Remark.  
To conclude, the proof to each m C M of the form m = zlz2 • • • z~, 
where z~ = u or v, we associate the word ]~m obtained by replacing in m 
every z~ = u by x and every z~ = v by yx q, ( i  = 1, 2, . . .  , r) .  By 
x~yx ~-~-~ ,~ A ,  :c q ~ A and our definition of the maps u and v, we have 
~- ' ~ [ A*  identically i .m i' iff x~m = ax*' wherea ff A*. Thusz  tL; mu ) 
where {m} ---M~ ¢ O and the Property  is entirely proved. 
RECEIV~I) : JVLY 25, 1967 
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